Abstract. In this note we propose a 3D TQFT such that its Hilbert space on S 2 , which intersects with defect surfaces along a (possibly self-intersecting) curve C is the HOMFLYPT homology of the link whose diagram is C. Previously this homology was interpreted as the space of sections of a special 2-periodic complex of coherent sheaf on Hilb n pC 2 q. TQFT perspective provides a natural explanation for this interpretation, since the category D per CohpHilb n pC 2 qq is the Drinfeld center of the two-category of assigned to a point by our TQFT.
Introduction
In our previous work [OR18d] , [OR18b] , [OR18a] , [OR18c] we developed and explored a geometric construction for a triply-graded link homology which categorifies the HOM-FLYPT polynomial. The initial construction in [OR18d] is based on the homomorphism from the braid group to a special category of matrix factorizations:
(1.1)
Br n Ñ MF st :" MF GLn ppgl nˆC nˆT˚F lˆT˚Flq st , W q
where Fl is the flag variety, µ is the moment map of the GL n action on T˚Fl and the index 'st' stands for the stability condition. The category of matrix factorizations in (1.1) is motivated by the 3D TQFT from the papers [KR10] , [KRS09] , called the KRS model or, equivalently, a 3d topological gauged B-model. Here we make the connection between the KRS model and the HOMFLYPT homology more precise and also provide a TQFT-style explanation for the conjectures from [OR18c] for the Drinfeld center of the category MF st . In this paper we describe two families of specific KRS models indexed by a non-negative integer n. Both of them have S 2ˆR as space-time. The target spaces for these families are gl n {GL n and gl nˆC n {GL n . We call the second family framed and the first unframed. The total space-time S 2ˆR can have 'defect surfaces' separating different models, that is, the connected components of the complement of defect curfaces are labeled by integers n. The defects can intersect along curves and curves can intersect at points. In the framed category the defects have orientation and in both settings the curves of the intersection of the defects have signs.
The simplest case of the defect picture is when the defect is equal to Def " CˆR 1 Ă S 2ˆR where C is an submersed curve (possibly with many connected components). In this case we define the partition-function evaluation Z ‚ where ‚ is H in the unframed case and ‚ " f in the framed case. In particular, we can recover the above category matrix factorizations Theorem 1.0.1. Let S 1ˆ0 Ă S 2ˆR be an embedded circle such that it intersect the defect Def " CˆR 1 transversally at 2n points and the labels of the connected componets of S 1 zS 1 X Def are 0, 1, 2, . . . , n, n´1, . . . , 2, 1 then ZpS 1 q " MF GLn pgl nˆT˚F lˆT˚Fl, W q.
Moreover, if the first n intersection points of S 1 X Def are oriented up and the rest down then (1.2) Z f pS 1 q " MF GLn`p gl nˆC nˆT˚F lˆT˚Flq st , W˘.
In our first paper [OR18d] we defined the triply-graded homology of the closure Lpβq of the braid β P Br n as the hypercohomology:
where B is the tautological bundle which we explain in the main body of the paper.
In [OR18c] we constructed the pair of adjoint functors:
( where Hilb is the Hilbert scheme of n points on C 2 , while D per pHilbq is the derived category of two-periodic T q,t -equivariant complexes on the Hilbert scheme. We also showed that (1.5)
HHHpβq " RHompCH st loc pβq, Λ ‚ Bq.
The TQFT picture gives a natural interpretation of the isomorphism (1.5) as the result of gluing the same disc in two different ways. The appearance of Hilb n pC 2 q is due to the following: Theorem 1.0.2. Let S 1ˆ0 Ă S 2ˆR be an embedded circle which does not intersect the defect Def " CˆR 1 and lies in the connected component of the complement of the defect with the label n then
Moreover, if D is a disc in the complement of the defect, such that BD " S 1 , then
To explain the appearance of the exterior powers of B we introduce a special line of defect in our theory: 0ˆR Ă S
2ˆR
, S 2 " R 2 Y 8. We assume that this line of defect does not intersect the surface of defect. For a small disc intersecting this line of defect we have:
The link homology emerges as the vector space associated to a disc which intersects defect surfaces and a defect line:
Theorem 1.0.3. Suppose that the curve C Ă S 2 " R 2 Y 8 in the defect Def " CˆR is the picture of the natural closure of the braid β P Br n , the closure goes around the line of defect as in the Figure 1 . Let us also assume the infinite point has the label 0, the connected component of S
zDef has label n and the labels change by 1 as we cross the surface of defect. Then Z f pS 2 q " HHHpβq.
Thus the formulas (1.3) and (1.5) correspond to two ways to present S 2 as a gluing of two D 2 along their common boundary S 1 . The formula (1.3) is given by cutting along S 1 with S 1 as in theorem 1.0.1 and the formula (1.5) is given by cutting along S 1 that is boundary of a tubular neighborhood of the line of defect.
Note that theorem 1.0.2 interprets D per pHilb n pC 2as the category of endomorphisms of the identity functor in the two category Z f pp n q:
where the point p n lies in complement of the defect with the label n and Id is the identity endomorphism of two-category Z f pp n q. Thus it is reasonable to call D per pHilb n pC 2the Drinfeld center of two-category Z f pp n q. Since it is not common to work with the Drinfeld centers of two-categories, we spell out the expected property of such a center in conjecture 4.2.1.
In section 2 we recall some basics of the constructions in [KR10] In the section 3 we explain how our particular example of TQFT fits into the setting of [KR10] . In section 4 we construct the partition-function Z f and prove the results that we mentioned in the introduction. We also discuss the Drinfeld center subtleties in the subsection 4.2. In the final section we discuss further directions and the possible generalizations of the results in this paper. In particular, we outline first step of the program that would relate our theory to the results of [GRN16] , [GH17] where Soergel bimodule HOMFLYPT homology is explored from the perspective of the geometry of the flag Hilbert schemes.
Objp ;
Cat sym q form a 2-category HompX, Y q whose objects are fibrations with lagrangian bases:
pF, L, f : F Ñ Lq, L Ă XˆY is a Lagrangian subvariety. The composition of pF, L, f q P HompX, Y q and pG, L 1 , gq P HompY, W q is defined to be pH, L 2 , hq where H :" pFˆW qˆY pXˆGq, while h : H Ñ XˆW is the natural projection and L 2 :" hpHq. The composition is not always defined since the L 2 is not always a Lagrangian. The morphisms between the objects pF, L, f q, pF
This is a DG category, hence the morphisms between the objects in this category are complexes of vector spaces. Then the homomorphisms would form vector spaces, althogh it is unclear whether it is possible to work in this framework. Let us also remark that the category ; Cat sym contains a final object pt which is just a point. Thus for every X P Objp ;
Cat sym q there is a related two-category : CatpXq :" Homppt, Xq.
2.2.
Small three-category. The three-category from the previous subsection is very rich but working with this category requires the machinery of the derived algebraic geometry. To make our life simpler for us we will work with smaller category ;
Cat man that has fewer objects and fewer morphisms.
First we define a slightly bigger category ; Cat man . The objects of the category ; Cat man are algebraic manifolds. The 2-category of morphisms HompX, Y q between two objects X, Y P Objp ;
Cat man q has objects pZ, wq, Z is algebraic manifold, w P CrXˆZˆY s.
For X, Y, W P Objp ; Cat man q and pZ, wq P HompX, Y q, pZ 1 , w 1 q P HompY, W q the composition is defined by:
The category of morphisms HomppZ, wq, pZ 1 , w 1between the objects pZ, wq, pZ 1 , w 1 q P HompX, Y q is a triangulated one-category of matrix factorizations
The objects of the homotopy category MFpZ, wq, w P CrZs are pairs
where D is Z 2 -graded morphism: DpM i q " M i`1 . If we think of the matrix factorizations as two periodic curved complexes, then the homotopy is defined in exactly the same way as for usual complexes.
For two objects F " pM, Dq, G " pM 1 , D 1 q P MFpZ, wq the space of morphisms is defined by:
HompF, Gq " tφ P Hom CrZs pM,
We also define D per pZq to be a derived category of the two-periodic complexes of CrZsmodules. Given an element F " pM, Dq P MFpZ, wq, by inverting the sign of the component of the differential from M 0 to M 1 we obtain an element of MFpZ,´wq which we denote F˚. Since the potentials of the matrix factorizations add if take tensor product, we have:
To define a smaller category ; Cat 1 man we need to define an equivalence relation on the set of morphism and we use Knorrer periodicity [Kno87] in this construction. Namely, if V Ñ Z is a finite rank vector bundle over Z and V˚is its dual then there is a canonical bilinear function Q V P CrVˆV˚s. For any W P CrV s there is a invertible functor [Kno87] :
Since the Knorrer functor is canonical the equivalence relation on HompX, Y q:
is compatible with the composition: if g " f then h˝g " h˝f and g˝h " f " h. Thus we have a well-defined three-category:
The smaller category ; Cat 1 man is closer to the category proposed in [KR10] but the categorical setting for taking the quotient by the equivalence relation is rather subtle (see for example [Dri04] ). We prefer to work with the large category and indicate the Knorrer periodicity isomorphisms explicitly instead of taking quotient by all Knorrer isomorphisms.
2.3.
Relation between the three-categories. There is a functor j 3 : ;
Cat man Ñ ; Cat sym which acts on the objects as X Þ Ñ T˚X. The embedding at the level of morphism is based on describing lagrangian submanifolds by generating functions [Arn89] . Let us recall the basic facts. Given a (complex) manifold Z and function w : XˆZ Ñ C we define a subvariety F w Ă T˚XˆZ by the equations
where z i are local coordinates along Z, x i are local coordinates along X and p i are the coordinates on the cotangent space that are dual to the coordinates x i . As shown in [Arn89] , the image L w of F w in T˚X under the natural projection π is (generally) a Lagrangian subvariety.
Thus the functor j 3 at the level of homomorphisms between the objects is defined as pZ, wq Þ Ñ pF w , π, L w q. The real problem arises at the level of morphisms between the morphisms of objects. It is tempting to say that we have a functor
MFpXˆZˆZ
1ˆY , w 1´w q ÝÑ DG per coh pF wˆT˚pXˆY q F w 1 q. It is not clear to the authors how one could construct such a functor in a canonical way. One option here is to use the functor Ext, if we fix some element F P MFpXˆZˆZ 1ˆY , w 1´w q; then we obtain a functor
However, it is not clear whether we can make a choice of F canonical.
Stacks and our main category
Even the small category ; Cat man seems to be too big to be useful for some concrete mathematical problems. Besides, the category of matrix factorizations on general variety is overly complicated. So we can first restrict our attention to the subcategory of ;
Cat man where the the objects are affine varieties.
A slight issue with our choice is that the affine varieties have overly simple category of coherent sheaves and because of that we would not get very interesting structure of the composition product in our category. One way to mend this is to enhance our initial definition and to introduce equivariant matrix factorizations. The equivariant matrix factorizations are two-morphism in the enlarged category ; Cat stack man where the objects are Artin stacks with affine stabilizers.
In this paper we will not attempt to rigorously define this large category ; Cat stack man , instead we concentrate on the smaller subcategory ;
Cat gl where the objects are the adjoint quotient stacks gl n {GL n . Implicitly, this category was studied in [OR18d] , [OR18b] , [OR17] where many interesting results in theory of knot homology were derived. These papers also provide a motivation for the construction of the category ;
Cat gl in this section. In what follows, we do not use the language of stacks. Rather, we work in a more elementary setting to emphasize the computational aspects of our theory.
Objects and morphisms. The objects of ;
Cat gl are labeled by Z ě0 :
The objects in the 2-category of morphisms are pairs pZ, wq, where Z is an algebraic variety with an action of GL nˆG L m :
Obj Hompn, mq " tpZ, wq, w P Crgl nˆZˆg l m s GLnˆGLm u.
The actual space of morphisms is the quotient of Hompn, mq by the equivalence relation KN V as in ((2.1)) with the restriction that the vector bundle V is required to be GL nˆG L mequivariant Hompn, mq 1 " Hompn, mq{ " .
The composition of morphism pZ, wq P Hompn, mq, pZ 1 , w 1 q P Hompm, kq is defined as
Here the quotient is defined via GIT theory as follows. Suppose that X is a variety with a GL m -action. A character χ of GL m determines the trivial line bundle L χ with GL mequivariant structure defined by χ. Recall that a point x P X is semistable (with respect to L χ ) if there is m ą 0 and s P ΓpX, L χ q GLm such that spxq ‰ 0. Denote
Since the group of characters of GL m is generated by det, we introduce short-hand notations:
Two-morphism are the objects of the corresponding category of equivariant matrix factorizations. Given pZ, wq, pZ 1 , w 1 q P Hompn, mq we define:
The group GL nˆG L m is reductive, hence the equivariance of the matrix factorization pM, Dq is equivalent to the condition that the group action on M commutes with the differential D.
The space of morphisms Homp¨,¨q between the equivariant matrix factorizations is defined to be the space of morphisms between the underlying matrix factorizations that commute the group action.
3.2. Framed version of the three-category. We enlarge slightly our category to include the framing. The objects of the new three-category ; Cat f gl are again labeled by the positive integers:
For the space of morphisms we have
here Z is an algebraic variety with an action of GL nˆG L m and V n " C n , V m " C m with the standard GL n and GL m actions.
The rest of definitions are identical to the constructions from the previous subsection, after we replace gl n with V nˆg l n . For brevity we introduce the following shorthand notation:
In general, many definitions in our paper are parallel in framed and unframed cases, in the cases when the definitions are parallel we use ‚ notation to indicate that ‚ could be "f" or empty set.
3.3. Two-Categories. The three-category axioms are quite involved and we do not want to dive into the long adventure of checking that our construction satisfies them. Instead, we discuss the two-categorical level of our construction.
First of all, note that the category Hompn ‚ , m ‚ q has a natural monoidal structure. Given F P HomppZ, wq, pZ 1 , w 1and G P HomppZ 1 , w 1 q, pZ 2 , w 2we define F ‹ G P HomppZ, wq, pZ 2 , w 2as
‚ q with objects defined to be the collection of the morphisms tpZ ij , u ij q P Hompi ‚ , j ‚ q|ij P Su. The space morphisms between tpZ ij , u ij qu ijPS and tpZ
Let us notice that the :
Cat ‚ ∆ , ∆ :" tii|i P Z ě0 u is has monoidal structure defined bya nd for any S the category : Cat 
Defects and knot invariants
In this section we explain how the we interpret the results of [OR18d] in terms of threecategories ;
Cat gl and ; Cat f gl . In particular, we make a connection with the theory of foams and provide an explanation for the Chern character construction.
Recall the standard setup of the 3D topological field theory with defects. 3D QTFT is characterized by its partition-function evaluation Z. The partition function is an assignment:
closed connected three-manifold X Þ Ñ ZpXq P C, closed connected surface S Þ Ñ ZpSq P Vect, three-manifold X with boundary BX "
surface with boundary S Þ Ñ ZpSq P ZpBSq " b
This collection of data behaves naturally under the gluing operation. For example, suppose that a three-manifold X without a boundary is cut into two pieces over a surface S:
X " X 1 Y X 2 , BpX 1 q " S, BpX 2 q " S _ .
Then S and S _ have opposite orientations, hence ZpSq and ZpS _ q are dual vector spaces and the partition function ZpXq is a pairing between their elements:
More generally, the formalism of TQFT provides a method for computing values of ZpY q by cutting Y into pieces, evaluating Z on the pieces and pairing them in a standard way. More details can be found in [Lur08] . To define a 3D TQFT, we need to include into the domain of Z also manifolds with corners and work with more subtle setting of p8, kq-categories. We postpone the discussion of such extension to our future publication [OR19] .
Often TQFTs may be defined not only on smooth manifolds but also on 'smooth' CWcomplexes. In particular, a TQFT may have defects (coming from lower-dimensional cells). Topologically, defects are unions of embedded surfaces and curves. Surfaces and curves may intersect. The cuts must be transverse to the defects. All other properties of TQFT without defects are preserved.
The full categories ; Cat ‚ gl will be used to construct 3D TQFT and we discuss the construction in the forthcoming publication [OR19] where we construct the corresponding maps Z and Z f . In this note we concentrate on the two-dimesional slice of the TQFT for the threemanifold X " S
2ˆR
. We think of S 2 as R 2 compactified by a point at infinity. The two-dimensional cut is R 2 Y 8. Studying two-dimensional slice is equivalent to restricting ourselves to the defects of the form CˆR where C is a curve in R 2 . The surfaces of defect intersect our fixed R 2 along the union of oriented curves. Suppose that the curves on the plane lies in an annulus and their union is a projection of the closure of a braid. By assigning a sign to each intersection, we obtain an interpretation of the union of curves as a projection of a link in R 3 presented as a closure Lpβq of a braid β P Br n . Denote the plane with defect R 2 β . Our TQFT provides an isotopy invariant of Lpβq, namely, the vector space Z f pR 2 β q, assigned to R 2 β , and we show that this invariant coincides with previously defined invariant for [OR18d] . Now let us give details of the R 2 -sliced TQFT. A small neighborhood of the plane contains two-dimensional surfaces of defect that are products of the defect curves in R 2 with an interval. The surfaces of defect divide R 3 into connected components and each connected component has an integer marking. We choose the markings in such a way that if we move along the (oriented) intersection of a defect surface with R 2 and the marking on the left is k, then the marking on the right is k`1.
We assume that the curves of intersection are compact, thus their union is contained in a large disc. The marking of the disc complement ('the infinite marking') determines all other markings.
In this paper we only consider the theories with the infinite marking equal to 0. Hence, if the intersection of the surface defect and R 2 is the braid closure then all markings are positive. Thus the picture of the braid β determines the marking of our theory uniquely. Slightly abusing notation, we denote such data as R 
Values on points and intervals.
There is a canonical way to upgrade the marking of R 2 β to a categorical marking. Denote by p n a point lying inside a region marked by n. To a pair of points pp n 1 , p n 2 q we assign a two-category
Recall that an object of this two-category is a pair pZ, W q, where Z is a variety with a pGL n 1ˆG L n 2 q-action and W P Crgl n 1ˆg l n 2ˆZ s GLn 1ˆG Ln 2 . In accordance with the assignment (4.1), to an interval I connecting p n 1 and p n 2 (and possibly crossing defect surfaces) we assign an object Z ‚ pIq of Hompn ‚ 1 , n ‚ 2 q, so that if I is the result of gluing together the intervals I 1 and I 2 over the common middle point, then the object of I is the composition:
This relation implies that if the interval I lies within a single region marked by p n , then the corresponding object Z ‚ pIq is the identity with respect to the monoidal structure (i.e., the composition) of the category Hompn ‚ , n ‚ q. Proposition 4.1.1 states that the following pair is the identity object of the 'unframed' two-category Hompn, nq:
n which pg, φq P GL nˆg l n -T˚GL n , while pX, X 1 q P gl nˆg l n , and the action of GL nˆG L n on the total variety gl nˆg l nˆT˚G L n is given by the following formula:
The identity object in the framed two-categoryHompn f , n f q is a similar pair
where pX, vq, pX, v 1 q P gl nˆVn , while pg, φ, wq P T˚GL nˆVn and the action of GL nˆG L n on framing related variables is pa, bq¨pv, v 1 , wq " pav, bv 1 , awq.
The proposition below shows that this is a unit in our two-category.
We prove the second equality in the unframed case since the framed case is similar. If L "`Z, W pz, X 1 , X 2 qw ith X 1 , X 2 being the coordinate along gl n and gl m then the potential of the composition is the sum
The group GL n acts freely on itself hence the last quotient is equal the product gl nẐˆg l nˆg l nˆg l m and the potential on the quotient is obtain from the last potential by setting g " 1. Finally, observe that the potential Tr φpX´X 1 q is quadratic and we use Knorrer periodicity [Kno87] to complete the proof. Now assume that I is a small interval intersecting a curve of defect in a smooth point. Let us assume that the curve of defect separates regions with marking k and l. Denote by pφ kl , φ lk q the coordinates on T˚HompV k , V l q, where φ kl P HompV k , V l q and φ lk P HompV l , V k q. Also denote by v l and v k the coordinates on V l and V k and denote by X l and X k the coordinates on gl l and gl k . Now the object assigned to the interval I in the unframed category is a pair
In case of framed two-categories, if the interval starts at k and ends in l and the shortest path from the head of the vector I to the head of the vector of direction of the defect goes clockwise, then we choose
In case of opposite orientation we set
Iq is an element of the two-category Hompk ‚ , l ‚ q thus the composition construction allow us to interpret an element Z ‚ p Iq as morphism from Hompk
Let us denote the intervals as above by I kÒl and I kÓl . More generally we denote by
the interval that connects the connected components with the labels k 1 and k l and traverses the domains with the labels k 2 , . . . , k l in between with the orientation of the intersections as indicated by the arrows. We also allow a mixture of down/up orientations of the intersections. According to our definition of TQFT we have:
The GIT quotient in the definition of the composition can be made explicit in many important cases:
Proposition 4.1.2. For any n ě 0 we have:
where µ : T˚Fl n Ñ gln is the moment map and X are the coordinates on gl n .
Proof. Let us first prove the last equation, the other equations are analogous and it will be indicated at the end of the proof how one needs to modify the proof to get the first two formulas. We proceed by induction on n. Thus we need to compute the composition:
It is convenient to think of T˚Fl n as B n -quotient because the trace map gives a natural pairing on gl n thus we can think of µ as a map T˚Fl n Ñ gl n :
where g and Y are the coordinates on GL n and n n .
In these notations the composition in question is the pair of the GIT quotient space and a potential:
where X 1 P gl n´1 , X 2 P gl n , g, Y are the coordinates along T˚Fl n´1 and ψ P HompV n , V n´1 q, φ P HompV n´1 , V n q are the coordinates along T˚HompV n´1 , V n q.
The GIT quotient in last formula could be made very explicit, we choose to describe the quotient by constructing explicit charts in the quotients. Then we show that in each chart we can apply the Knorrer periodicity to simplify the potential.
The GIT stable locus consists of points where φ is injective. Thus we can assume that there is k such that detpφ To simplify notations let us consider the case k " n. The natural slice to the GL n -action is the closed subset of elements constrained by:
Let us also denote the last row of φ by v and the matrix of the first n´1 columns of ψ bỹ ψ and the last row of ψ by ψ 1 . Then the potential w n´1,n becomes:
The first term is quadratic and we can apply Knorrer reduction. The reduction forces the following vanishing of the coordinates:
Thus the new coordinates on the Knorrer reduced space are X 2 , Y 1 , v, ψ 1 and in these coordinates we have:
Thus a direct computation shows that the last term of (4.2) is equal to
Hence we proved the last formula in the chart U n and the computations in other charts are analogous. The argument in the framed case is basically the same.
4.2. The categories of closed curves. The choice of defect-related objects Z ‚ p Iq determines categories assigned to closed curves: a curve C is presented as a gluing of two intervals, then its category Z ‚ pCq must be the category of morphisms between their objects. Two curves are of special importance for our braid-related constructions.
The first type is a curve that does not intersects any defects. So the curve is a circle that lies inside of the connected component with the marking n. We denote such circle S 1 n . To a point p P S 1 n we assign two-category Hompn ‚ , 0 ‚ q. For brevity, we start using notation
for the corresponding two-category. The interval I connecting p n to itself get assigned the identity Z ‚ pIq " L n id P rn, ns. Since S 1 n is a result of gluing two such intervals, its category is the category of endomorphisms of the interval object: where the last equality is just a suggestion, not a rigorous statement, since we could not find a rigorous discussion of the Drinfeld center of a monoidal two-category. We give a interpretation of the last equality in more familiar terms of Drinfeld centers of monoidal categories.
For an object O " tpZ i , u i q|i P Z`u P Objp : Cat ‚ Z`ˆ0 q we define a monoidal category Cat ‚ rOs with ObjpCatrOsq " Ť i HomppZ i , u i q, pZ i , u iand the monoidal structure is defined by the convolution product ‹ discussed above. Thus the category CatrOs has a well-defined Drinfeld center ZpCatrOsq and we conjecture that HompId, Idq is the inverse limit of these Drinfeld centers. Proof. We consider only the case ‚ " H the other case is analogous. The statement follows from the Knorrer periodicity [Kno87] . Indeed, by our definition we have
here pφ, gq and pφ 1 , g 1 q are the coordinates on two copies of T˚GL n and X, X 1 are the coordinates on two copies of gl n . By setting g 1 " 1 we take slice to the GL n -orbits. On the slice the second term in the formula for W becomes Tr φ 1 pX´X 1 q. Thus the Knorrer periodicity implies that the restriction on the locus X " X 1 , φ 1 " 0 is the equivalence of the corresponding categories of matrix factorizations.
We can linearize the potential W ‚ Dr by introducing a new variable U " Y g´1:
The group G naturally embeds inside its lie algebra g, j G : G Ñ g. Induced by this embedding we have the localization functor:
It turns out that in the framed case the localization functor is an isomorphism:
The localization functor loc f is an isomorphism.
Since the potential W lin is linear along the last copy of g, the Koszul duality (see for example [AK15] or [OR18c] ) provides an equivalence: 
Gn pgl ‚ nˆT˚F l nˆT˚F l n , w 1´w2 q, where "st" indicate that we restrict to the GIT stable locus of the corresponding space.
The categories (4.5) are closely related to the main categories of [OR18d] . Recall that in [OR18d] we worked with G nˆBˆB -equivariant categories of matrix factorizations on the space X ‚ :" gl ‚ nˆp G nˆnn qˆpG nˆnn q with the equivariant structure preserving the potential
where X is the coordinate in gl n and g i , Y i are the coordinates in G and n.
An object of the category MF GˆBˆB pX ‚ , W q is the collection of data The matrix factorization pCE n 2 b ∆ M, D tot q is a strictly B 2 -equivariant matrix factorization, so we define a natural averaging functor:
2 -orbitŨ of the chart is affine and we define AvpFqpU q " pF
The functor Av is not invertible, since we forget the piece of data corresponding to the non-equivariant specialization. However, one can easily see that the functor preserves a lot homological data: Proposition 4.2.4. The functor Av is fully faithful and preserves extensions:
ExtpAvpFq, AvpGqq " ExtpF, Gq, where both sides are modules over Crgl n s GLn .
In [PV11] the authors define the category DMFpX, sq where X is an algebraic stack and s P H 0 pLq where L is a line bundle on X. The category DMFpX, sq is the quotent of the category of matrix factorizations MFpX, sq by the subcategory LMFpX, sq of the locally contractible matrix factorization. We can refine the proposition above into For now on we abbreviate the category MF GnˆBˆB pX ‚ , W q of matrix factorizations as MF ‚ n . This category is monoidal. Indeed, let D´`pnq be a disc with two holes (pair of pants) and defects that are straight non-intersecting segments connecting outer boundary with the inner boundaries and such that all boundaries are S it is enough to define Z ‚ pS σ˘1 k q P MF ‚ n , as in [OR18d] :
It is shown in [OR18d] that the element ZpH β q only depends on the braid β but not on the braid presentation, thus our disc assignment indeed is a well-defined partition function of TQFT. Finally, we define the value of Z f on the half-plane H taut 1
containing the unit braid and the tautological point defect as
We leave the following statement as conjecture and will provide a proof in the forthcoming publication.
